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ADDRESS BY
PRESIDENT GERALD R. FORD
TO THE JOINT SESSION OF CONGRESS
APRIL 10, 1975
ON FOREIGN POLICY

Mr. Speaker, Mr. President, distinguished guests and

my very dear friends:

,...

-;/hen

I~net uui•k ; ee~n

January to report on the State

of the Union, I concentrated on two subjects which were uppermost
I

~~~·
in the minds. of the American people
.
'

-i\ the

''k

~........ I~

recovery of our donresdc

~JI

economy and a '!lpeei-Eic program to n1ake the United States independent

of foreign sources of energy.

•

I thank the Congress for the action it has taken thus far in

response to my economic recommendations.

a,
early approval of

I look forward to your

~J

r;:;t( cornpreTiensive

energy program to meet our

~t'
~s

long-range and emergency needs.

Tonight it is n1y

pur:)os~

to r cvi(•'\.v our

relatio~s

w ith the

rest of the world, in the spirit of candor and consultation which

I have sought to lllain tain with tny fonncr collc:\g u cs and with

\
\-

- zour countrymen from the time I took office.

It is the first priority

of my Presidency to sustain and strengthen the mutual trust and

respect which must exist among Americans and their government

if we are to deal successfully with the challenges confronting us

at home and abroad.

The leadership of the United States of America, since the

end of World War II, has sustained and advanced the security, well-

being and freedom of millions of human beings besid,f ourselves.

Despite some mistakes and some setbacks, He United States has

made peace a real prospect for us and for all nations.

I know firsthand that Congress has been a full partner in

the development and support of tre American foreign policy which

five Presidents before me have carried forward, with changes of

course but not of destination.
The coursl; which our ca.mtry chooses in the world ta:lay

· has never bt'cn of greater significance --for ourst•lvt.•s as

<

3

a nation and for the future oSfh:e intex national eOlfutltxtli:ty.

.

)6/,'J

We build from a ~ foundation.

Our alliances with the great industrial democracies in Europe,

North America and Japan remain strong, with a greater degree of

mnsultation and equity than ever before.

se,:~\1~
With the Soviet Union we have moved across a broad 'fY

t

_

toward a more stable, if still competitive a,pd a au e± Sn'y relationship.

We have begun to contro_l the spiral of strategic nuclear armaments.

After two decades of mutual estrangement we have achieved

kt~~'"
an opening with the People's Republic of China.

A

.·

_-or~

In the best American tradition we have committed with striking

success

our influence and good offices to help contain conflicts and

settle disputes in many regions of the world.

We have, for example,

helped the parties of the Middle- East take the first steps to\\·ard living

with one another in peace.

4

'
cf

We have opened a new dialogue with Latin America looking

11

"'\

toward a healthier hemispheric partnership.

W e ; exercised in~")tional leadership on the great new
issues

J.'

o~interdependen~ such as energy, food ra environment_,.)

The American people can be proud of what their nation has

achieved and helped others to accomplish.

But we have, from time to time suffered setbacks and

disappointments in foreign policy.

Sometimes events were

uncontrollable; sometimes we imposed difficulties upon ourselves.

We live in a time of testing and a time of change.

Our

world -- a world of economic uncertainty, political unrest, and

threats to the peace -- does not allow us the luxury of abdication

or domestic discord.

[Som<' 200 years ago a great Am<'ric<m re,·t,lutionary,

Samuel Adams, spoke words that can guide us now.

He said

. ".the necessity of the tin1cs, more than ever, calls for our

{R<'tter
quote)
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-~

utmost circumspection, deliberat icn, fortitude and perseverance."

Those same qualities must guide us today.

Our purpose is

not to point the finger of blame; but to build upon our many successes;

to repair damage where we find it; to recover our balance; to move

ahead as a unit<rl people: Ronight

i~ a time for straight talk among

(_

friends about where we stand,- and where we're going.

Indochina

A vast human tragedy has befallen our friends in Vietnam

and

--r .

C.

_,.... ......1l.... 'J
~ 'a -- ~ ,

ambodia.

..;... s~ ~1 ~

e--v..."-\ ~ ~.

rt A.. eo ,....::r

(lob o!t!eft we *•lh: ef eemmiinuah ae if iizcy "erst Jihle! s

~~fw~
, legaJ ~§}jfflents .

l""fteerJ

RQt

iF&£all the enormous sacrifices in blood,

'

*-

<:::._,

dedication and treasure that we made in Vietnam. G-ive AlliEIIC:!h

Presidents have engaged the United States in

Indoc ~;J

Millions 411

~ ·'"'II.

~)
:h' r\· e c~

or lost.

thousands die d, and n1any more were woundt'd, im pr ison€'d ,

Over $150 billion ""'ere

~pro~

for the conduct of that

~ 7 ~~

?1"4 .~·..~ 1\ ~ ~.t.
~~

..

,

lj_ .

~ """"--

S \,......
. , tltll;'"""''~hu.a..k...-_
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..

war by the Congress o! the United States. And after years of effort,

we negotiated a

our

s~ttlement

1

which made it possible for us to rcmoY c

_,~~

forces~ith hono}nd bring home our prisoners&d for our South

?

~

~ Vietnamese ally, with our material ~nd moral support, to maintain its
security and rebuild after two decades of

The chances for

an

w:J

endUHiig

t:eace after the last

American fighting man left ViEtnam in 1973 rested on two publicly

stated premises:

trst~hat

if necessary the United States would

,.,~-tt~

1

help sustain tre terms of the Paris Accord ~signed two years a! '

and second, that the United States wruld provide adequate economic

and military

assistanc·~ to South Vietmm. ~

The North Vietnamese, from the moment they signed the

Paris Peace Accords, systematically violated tre cease-fire and

<

-----7

other provisions of the agreement.

disregardin~

Flagrantly

ban on infiltration of troops into the South, they

forces to the unprecedented level of 350,000.

increased~

In direct violation of

the agreement, they sent in the most modern equipment in massive

amounts.

Meanwhile, they continued to receive large quantities

of supplies and arms from their friends.

In the face of this situation, the United States -- torn as it

was by the emotions of a decade of war --was unable to respond.

We

~eprived

ourselves

~law of the

ability to enforce the

agreement -- thus giving North Vietnam assurance that it could

violate that agreement with impunity.

and arms aid to South Vietnam. 0

....,

Next we reduced our economic

nally we signalled our increasing

~,••,.

~J:I

reluctance> to giv ~s upport to, / tuati":q. struggling for its iJa'lileperdenc ~

Encouraged by these developments, the North Vietnan"lese

in recent 1nonth::; beg an sending e\· en their reserve divisions

?

into South Vietnam.

army, are now

Eighteen Divisions, virtually their entire

!n~f!:uth.

VI•~~
The Government of South Vietnam,

uncertain of further American assistance, hastily ordered a

strategic withdrawal to more defensible positions.

This ex-

tremely difficult maneuver, decided upon without consultations,

.

l-A·F~ ~\? ~
was badly

manage~

and

le~

to panic.

The results are pain-

fully obvious and profoundly moving.

In my first public comment on this

tragic development,

I called for a new sense of national unity and purpose.

I

said I would not engage in recriminations or attempts to

assess blame,a

·J:W•

ah1,]d any of"? is: Uznes llke th ra

In· the same spirit I welcomed the statement of the

distinguished Majority Leader of the United States Senate

earlier this week that:

- 9"It is time for th~ Congress and the President to work together

in the area of foreign as well as domestic policy."

Let us start afresh.
1.'

I am here to work with the Congress.

In the conduct

of foreign affairs, Presidential initiative and Presidential

ability to act swiftly in emergencies are essential to our

national interest.

It
·""'

_,,,.~

forefathers learned this painful lesson

~.u. ou~· .u.a.Liuu!::; iu{d..tn.:y w.Lut:.t· ~·he

ArHci.es oi Conieci.eraiion; it:

was one of the primary reasons for the writing of the

Constitution and

..

th:

creation of the o!!ice of Presiden:)

- 10'":.

With respect to North Vietmm, I call upon Hanoi -- and

ask the Congress to join me in this call-- to cease military

?~

operations immediately and to honor the terms of the ceaee fj u:

agreement.

The United States is urgently requesting the signatories

of the Paris Conference to meet their obligaticn to use their influence

to halt tre fighting and enforce the 1973 Accords.

Diplomatic notes

to this effect have been sent to all members of the Paris Conference,

including tre Soviet Union and the Pecple 1 s Republic of China.

The situation in South Vietnam and Cambodia has reached a

critical phase requiring immediate and positi;;e decisions by th:s

government -- aPul I llave made mine..
The options before us are few, and time is short.

~

On the one hand, the United States could do nothino/ let the
ment of South Vidnam save itself and what is left of its territory if it can.
ld tho::;c Suuth Victnanh'Sl' civilian:> who have worked with u::; for a

dn·ad~·.
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~··
and their families, save tha r

live~ if

~r

they can; in short, shut our

eyes and wash our hands of tiE whole matter -- if we can.'?.,

on the ether hand, I could ask Congress for authority to enforce

the Paris Accords with our troops and our tanks and our aircraft

and our artillery, and to carry the war to the enemy.

- lZ.

There are two narrower options.

First, stick with my

January request Uat the Congress appropriate $300, 000, 000 for

military assistance for South Vietnam and seek additional funds for

economic and humanitarian purposes.

Or,

increase my requests for

•.-..l.

both emergency military and humanitarian assistance to levels which by

~ sQert- ~~
best estimates might enable the South Vietnamese to halt the onrushing

La~~ ~ ~t\·

1\

~~cr
aggressi~

.

permit the chance of a negctiated political settlement between

the North and South Vietnamese, and, if the

~ry

worst were to happen,

~.,..~
at_least allow the orderly evacuation of Americans ?-nd t~ed South

Vietnamese to places

~£ safe~y.(tJ4'(\" 1) ~

Let me now share with the Congress and the American people my

conclusions:

I have received a full report from General Weyand, whom I

sent toVietnam to assess th(' situation•fe

P¥.

HC' advises tlnt tlw

current military situation is critical, blt that South Viftnam is

continuing to (h•fC'nd itst.•lf with th• r('sources available.

Howevt.•r, lw

.

-----

.. . . .

13

feels that if there is to be any chance of success for their defense

plan, South Vietnam needs urgently an additional

militar~assistance

~illion

in

from the United States.

:)>
I must, of course, consider the safety of some 6, 000 Americans

and of tens of thousands of South Vietnamese

employees of the United States Govermnent, of news agencies,

· ~ ·

..
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of cont-ractors and businesses for many years whl'\with their

~~
dependents, are ah eadJ kno oR h 'he nuEI leeio....._.fAe.Naa!I cL'5;• the

-

~~ IC t2 ~~ ~
1

N6fth v1etnames ei\ ~he eu ••• p z&e ljst

rr South Vietnamese

I '

i.JJ.tli'l1 es;+ual;a. professors and teachers. edjtprs.and,,eFiRiQR.leaders

who have supported the South Vietnamese cause and the alliance

with the United States, to whom we ha.v e a profound moral obligation,

It has been said that the United States is overextended;

that we have too many com1nitments too far from home; that we must

re-examine what our truly vital interests are and shape our strategy

r

to conform to them.

"" t:
real

'*'

worl~ su~h

I find no fault with this as theory, but in the
.$; ... .J , · I .a._ I L •• c
p
uA
a
~
a c~urse ~ m!rly be pursued carefully and in close
I

I

•.

solid progress toward overall reduction in

coordination with

world\vi.de tensions.
~
~we

tAa. ~.. _. ~LJ ~ ~ ~ -t
~

,-

d,.a,J.

cannot in the r.neantime abandon our friends while our

adversaries support and encourage theirs.

We cannot dismantle our

defE-nses, our diplomacy or our intelligence capability while others
increase and strengthen theirs.

- 15 -

~. siJ

the rest of the world, and particularly on our future relations with the

free nations of Asia.

These naticns must not think for a minute

that the United States is pulling out on them or intends to abandon,.

them to inrliillii'IU~I

8\l~,. ... &ioA

a; sxterna.l aggression.

I have therefore concluded that the national interests of the

United States and the cause of world stability require tmt we continue

to give both•military and humanitarian assistance to the South

Vietnamese

IJ:iWhllillt!m.

Assistance ,to South Vietnam at this stage must be swift

and adequate.

Drift and indecision invite far deeper disaster.

'J;he sums I had requested before the major North Vietnamese

'

16

wow
offensive and the sudden South Vietnamese retreat

~- ~
inadequate.

Half-hearted action

ar~obviously

.

~rse

than none.

We

must act together and decisively.

~

I am asking the Congress to apflt ~e taa:A • •

GW-

~~s~ t~s ~

emergency military assistance and $
~
humanitarian aid for South Vietnam.

-

·•f $722 million for

for economic and

_;fj;,

I also ask Congress to modify its restriction on the use of

/..

military forces in

Southe~st

Asia for the limited purposes

of protecting American lives by ensuring their evacuation, if this
t

~

should become neces sar) along wi~Vietnamese to whom we have

4~

dJI

~

pit obligation and whose live" ~y Vendangered.

<

/, ~u.J..-t \~ ~
~~r, ~ ~"
13 .

slv

J..J~
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I hope that this authority will never Jllllll-hwtoo be used, but/f it is

~~t4..-J
needed Here will be no time

fo~debate. ~r:-..:.C•''...tlil~~~·..,rtl.ta'•."''-•~IPJ-A'

Because of the urgency of the situation, I am asking the Congress

to complete action on these measures not later

tha~

In Cambodia t~ situation is ~tragic.

and

t~

Aprill9.

;

.

The United States

<

Cambodian Government have each made major efforts -- over a

long period and through many channels -- to end that conflict.

But

because of their military successes, steady external support, and

American legislative restrictions, the Communist side has shown no

interest in negotiatiqn, compromise, or a political solution.

And yet, for the past three months the beleagured people

of Phnom Penh have fought on, hoping against hope that tre United

States would not desert them, but instead provide the arms and

ammunition they so badly need.

- 18 -

~

p.'

f.€~

" §cvetal day.S4rgo A!cccived a moving le~(r from thilActing
Presirent of Cambodia who succeeded Lon Nol.

"Dear Mr. President,

11

he wrote.

"As the American Congress

reconvenes to reconsider your urgent request for supplemental assistance

for the Khmer Republic, I appeal to you to convey to the American legis-

lators our plea not to deny these vital resources to us, if a non-military

solution is to emerge from this tragic 5 year old conflict."

"To find a peaceful end to the conflict we need time.

I do not know how much time, but we all fully realize that the

agony of the Khmer people cannot and must not go on much longer.

How ever, for the immediate future, we need the rice to feed the

hungry and the ammunition and weapons to defend ourselves

against those who want to impose their will by force of arms.

A denial by the American people of the means for us to carry

on will leave us no alternative but inevitably abandoning our

19search for a solution which will give our citizens some freedom

of choice as to their future.

For a number of years now the

Cambodian people have placed their trust in America.

I cannot

believe that this confidence was misplaced and that suddenly

America will deny us the means which might give us a chance

to find an acceptable solution to our conflict. 11

This letter speaks for itself.

I renew on a most urgent

basis my January request for food and ammunition for the brave

Cambodians.

You have only a matter of days.

Otherwise, it v..-111

be too late.

Members of the Congress, my fellow Americans, this

moment of tragedy for Indochina is a time of trial for us.

is a time for national resolve.

It

~~
J.-------·--·-·-·--~···
;J:
T:iiltf
Nf#l'-"("

I

.

If

Let us put an end to self-inflicted wounds.

Let us

remember that our natioi!al unity is a most priceless asset.

-----•
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Let us deny our adversaries the satisfaction of using Vietnam

<

C:nce aga,0to pit American against American. l at noW

(;...a.I'Ui, .hDU :Eiff 8

m

f.1r.,~~
~-llfl!•l!', i

rspecti~

us keep events

The

ev~rfhere de

millioj{s

in their

South#ast As'

of

ecurity nd proJress of

im

ortantl/L

us.

•
At this moment, Mr. Pres1dent, Mr.. ::speaker, this

nation must present to the world a united front.

Let no potential adversary believe that our difficulties

or our debates mean a slackening of our national will.

,rA

1~

~\.~

\rl>
~

- .•• - - .......

---- ·- · - - -~

-

"7""' '

~

...

~r"

~

'

~j·

~

' ~

r-1'-

~·

-------

..
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We will stand by our friends.

We will honor our commitments.

We will uphold our country's principles.

The American people know that our strength and authority

have helped prevent a third World War for more than a generation.

We will not shrink from ·this duty in the decades ahead.

Let me now review with you the basic elements of our foreign

policy, speaking candidly about our strengths and our difficulties.

We must first of all face the fact that what has happened in Indochina has s~ly disquieted many of our friends, especially in

Asia.

W1

-'St

deal~

this sitw.a.tion

e,r working

ent

in.Ylhich we make no commitments we cannot 'TfH!p,

~

~

;,@If

rei:a ttcnships,

we ket!p what -

Jli:L. a· .;, ~ M

t!vt'!F~biilhltttfltiib!J

a •take.

next few months with

;/e. leaders of Australia,

T.o thi-s end, I will be meeting over the

-

New Zealand, Indonesia,

and other Asian countries.

....

~----

- zz A key country in tlis respect is Japan.

We consicbr

our Security Treaty with Japan the cornerstone of stability in

the vast reaches of Asia and the Pacific.

Our relations are crucial

Wdl~

to our mutual

p~rity. M~ warm welcome

in Japan last

November vividly symbolized for both our peoples the friend-

ship and solidarity of this extraordinary partnership.

Together ·

we are working energetically on the international multilateral

in trade, energy and food.

We will continue the process of strengthening our

friendship, mutual security and prosperity

Prime Uini&Cl Hilsi:

vNICil

:iil:in thE Jli!!!:C ten •ruaia•.

with very special pleasure

I ifieet wlt+r

I look forward

to welcoming the Emperor when he

visits the Unit e d States late r this y e ar.

•
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Our relations with Western Europe have never been stronger.

There are no peoples with whom America's destiny has been more

closely linked.

There are no peoples whose friendship and cooperation

are more needed for the future.

For none of the members of the

Atlantic community can be secure, none can prosper, none can

progress unless all do so together.

::tvf.ore than ever, these times

demand our close collaboration in order ~

_f'maintain the~ anchor of our common security in
this time of international riptides;

1·

work together on the promising negotiations with our

potential adversaries;

.-,

•.,
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pool our vision and our energies on the great new

economic challenges that face us.

In addition to this traditional agenda, there are new problems,

involving energy, raw materialsl and the environment.

a;.A.

~~'I

The Atlantic nationit confront many and complex neg_otiations

(-

CMtvlr ,..,._ ,...~

and decisions.

It is time to take stock,

t~~-s,

affirm once again our cohesion and our common destiny.

-·-T cotf. ""/'
&illl

t•~t-vr,~«'a

to

I therefore

)o ;,_ ._,' • ...._

epUlf i!ly ,eoJl er g~s; the other leaders of the Atlantic Alliance,

~ ~,
to come together at a Western

Summitf'tn~RiWIE

l-eaffirmation of principle, policy and progress.

9-·,J~
future for a

I '84MilfttJpdctf Ula£

we can u§i§ rltr!fA~:'O MIM~enafmeeting atllie eif<f of May for

this occasio:rl.

- 25 -

Before this NATO meeting, I earnestly ask Congress to weigh

~
Our foreign policy cannot be simply a collection of

special economic or ethnic or ideological interests.

There must be a

concern for the overall design of our international actions.

To achieve .

7 d e s i g n for peace and to assure that our individual acts have

coherence, the Executive must have flexibility in the conduct of

r!r

foreign

policy.

United States military assistance to an old and faithful ally --

Turkey -- has been cut off by action of the Congress.

This has imposed an

embargo on military purchases by Turkey, extendng even to items already

paid for -- an unprecedented act against a friend.

These moves, I know,

were sincerely intmded to influence Turkey in the Cyprus negotiaticns.

a.,p,

i\share the conc ern of many of fr citizens for the immense human

- 26 suffering on Cyprus.

I sympathize with the new democratic

government in Greece and we are trying to help them bring

about equitable soluticns to tJ:e problems which exist between

Greece and Turkey.

But the result of the Congressional

action has been to block progress toward reconciliation,

thereby prolonging the suffering on Cyprus; to complicate

our ability to promote negotiations; and to enhance the

danger of a broader conflict.

.··-'

.,

A ~""~1
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Turkey is not simply a favor to Turkey;]

it is a clear and essential mutual interest.

Turkey lies on the rim

of the Soviet Union and at the gates to the Middle East.

It is vital

to the security of the eastern Mediterranean, the southern flank of

Western Europe and the collective security of the Western Alliance.

~\
Our U.S. bases in Turkey are critical to the defense of NATO a•ui
~

I

b!P

'l_

therefor~call

upon the Congress to lift ia•nzezliatoi:y the

American arms embargo against our Turkish ally by passing the

bipartisan Mansfield-Scott Bill, now before the Senate.

Only thi s

will enable us to work with Greece and Turkey to resolve the

differences between our two allies.

I accept -- and indeed \velcome --

the bill's requirement for monthly reports to the Congress on

progress toward a Cyprus settlement.
'--A

t bit unless

~ A~· t::N

this is done in,.lte u:eeks
c..

Bu W must canp".

arad, forces may be set in motion within

..
- 28 -

and between the two nations whi ch could not be reversed.

~ ~~ • .c_ ~ /.;.,~

To

6'4~

f

strengthen the democratic government of Greecl\ we are actively

discussing a program of economic and military assistance.

We will

shortly be submitting specific requests to the Congress.

A vital element of our foreign policy is our relationship

with the developing countries

~in Africa,

Asia andrLatin AmericaJ

These countries must know that America is a true and concerned

friend, reliable ih wqrd and deed.

As evidence of this friendship, I urge the Congress to reconsider

one provision of the 1974 Trade Act which has had an unfortunate and

w,Aer...,
unintended impact on our relations with Latin America(with

we have such long ties of friendship and cooperation.

whi~

Under this

legislation all members of OPEC were excluded from our generalized

-~

- 29 system of trade pre-ferences.

This punished two old .South American

friends, Ecuador and Venezuela, as well as other OPEC nations such

as Nigeria and Indonesia none of which participated in last year ' s oil

embargo.

This exclusion has seriously complicated our new dialogue

with our friends in this hemisphere.

I therefore endorse the amendments which have been introduced

~-()·

in the Congress .to correct t h r by

~~

providing~cuti~ority

to waive those restrictions of the Trade Act that df§cnminate lfgainst

I

I

The interests of America as well as our allies are vitally

affected by what happens

in the Middle East.

So long as the

state of tension continues, it threatens military crisis, the weakening

of our alliances, the stability of the world economy, and confrontation

among the nuclear superpowers.

These are intolerable risks.

- 30 -

Because we a.re in the unique position of being able to deal

with all the parties, we have at their request been engaged for the

\
past year and a half in a peacemaking effort unparalleled in the

history of the region.

(fit"'

/

~/

Our policy has broughtremarkable successeyt Last

year two major disengagement agreements were negotiated and

- 31 -

implemented with our help.

For the first time in 30 years a process of

negotiation on the basic political issues was begun -- and

is continuing.

Unfortunately, the latest efforts to reach a further interim agree-

ment between Israel and Egypt have been suspended.

The issues dividing

the parties are vital to them and not amenable to easy or quick solutions.

However, the United States will not be discouraged.

I''
"

lfllf""

f.

e momentum towarg

:'\Fti \
y

'0>'

peace that has been achieved over the last 18 months must and will be

maintained.

continued.

The active role of tre United States must and will be

The drift

towar~ war must and will be preventeb

I pledge the United States to a major effort for peace in the

Middle East -- an effort which I know has the solid support of the

American people and their Congress.

We are now examining how best

to proceed.

We have agreed in principle to reconYene the Geneva

conference.

We are prepared to explore ether forums.

The United

u\~
States hJ

pi~~~ove

ahead on whah'ver course looks most promising,

either towards an overall settlement or interim agrecrnents, should tht'

parties desire them.
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We will not,

(~'7 accept

stagnation or a stalemate, with

}

all its attendant risks to peace and prosperity and our relations in

and outside of the region.

The national interest -- and national security -- require as

well that we reduce the dangers of war.

We shall strive to do so

by continuing to improve relations with potential adversaries.

The United States and the Soviet Union share an interest in

lessening tensions and building a more stable relationship.

this process we have never had any illusions.

During

We know that we are

dealing with a nation that reflects different principles and is our

competitor in many parts of the globe.

Through a combination of

firmness and flexibility, the United States has in recent years lald the

basis of a more reliable relationship based on mutual interest and

mutual restraint.

But we cannot expect the Soviet Union to
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Ut S,
show restraintin

t~e

face ofweakness or irresolution.

As long

as I am President, America will maintain its strength, its alliances,

and its principles -- as a prerequisite to a more peaceful planet.

As long as I am President, we will not permit detente to become

a license to fish in troubled waters.

Detente must be a two-way

street.

Central to U.S. - Soviet relations today is the critical

negotiation to control strategic nuclear weapons.

We hope

to turn the Vladivostok agreements into a final agreement

this year at the time of the General Secretary's visit to the United

States.

This would for the first time put a ceiling on the strategic

arms race.

It would mark a turning point in postwar history and

a crucial step in lifting from mankind the threat of nuclear war.

Our usc of trade and economic sanctions as weapons to

compel the internal conduct of other nations must also be

seriously reexamined.

However well-intentioned the goals, the

fact is that some of our recent actions in the economic
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field have been self-defeating.

~~·

They are not achieving the objectives of

the CongresA And they have damaged our foreign policy.

The Trade Act of 1974 prohibits most-favored nation

treatment, credit and investment guarantees and commercial agree-

~
ments with the Soviet Union, so long

as.~

emigration policies of

,o ~...~ FZ.
fail to meet certaia e:peeified criteria.

The Soviet Union

therefore refused to put into effect the important 1972 trade agreement

between our two countries.

As a result d~±el haf~ns, pa,.;:tical.a!llll~Western Europe and

Japan have stepped into the breach.

$8 billion in the last six months.

They have extended credits exceeding

These are economic opportunities --

jobs and business -- which could have gone toAmericans.

There shruld be no illusions about the nature of the Soviet

system -- but there should also be no illusions about how to deal

to emigrate has

bee~

well demonstrated.

This legislation,

however, not only harmed our relations with the Soviet Union bu:-$

seriwsly canplicated the prospects of those seeking to emigrate.

The favorable trend, aided by our quiet diplomacy, by which

emigraticn increased from 400 in 1968 to over 33,000 in 1973,

has been seriously set back.

T8 •

nH!!t!y thiS LHtge:tl"y, remedial

~

legislation is urgently

neede~ I sttcGGI~~r-.eoa~a~y~ir:o:>f~~e~~~nw~~itthhtt~ii~t=~

•

36 With. the People's Republic of China we are firmly fixed on the
course set forth in the Shanghai Communique.

Stability in Asia and the

,...,; .,I:/....,.I\
human race.

After two decades of mutual isolation and hostility, we have

in recent years built a promising foundation.

C@lfltalid9 coo n ·u epsounter

sem,e diffj cvhd es akr8 the way.

Deep differences in our philosophies

and social systems will endure.

But so should our mutual long-term interests

and the goals to which our countries have jointly subscribed in Shanghai.
I will visit China later this year fopo the SeeS

a jdms

and

M')l

.,Ard •i:nl€ a• Bros" de!Pft, to reaffirm these interests and to accelerate

the improvement in our relations.

New Challenges

The issues I have discussed are the most pressing on the traditional

agenda of foreign policy.

But a hallmark of our time is a vast new agenda

of issues in an interdependent world.

The United States --with its

economic power, its technology, its zest for new horizons -- is the

- 37 acknowledged world leader in dealing with many of these challenges.

If this is a moment of uncertainty in the world, it is even more a moment

of rare opportunity:

We are summoned to meet one of man's most basic challenges --

hunger.

At the World Food Conference last November in Rome, the

United States outlined a comprehensive program to close the ominous

gap between population growth and food production over the long-term.

Our technological skill and our enormous productive capacity are crucial ......

to

!lilY

lro"p~~~~-f accomplishing this task.
,~

The old

e~
~r

--in trade, finance, and raw

materials --is changing, and American leadership is needed in the

creation of new institutions and practices for worldwide prosperity and

progress.
The world's oceans, with their inunense resources and
strategic importance, must become areas of cooperation rather than

conflict.

American policy is directed to that end .

......

... .
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-- Technology must be harnessed to the service of mankind

while protecting the environment.

This too is an arena for

American leadership.

-- The interests and aspirations of the developed and

developing nations must be reconciled in a manner that is both

realistic and humane.

This is our goal in this new era.

One of the finest success stories in our foreign policy

is our cooperative effort with other major energy-consuming

nations.

In little more than a year, together with our partners,

we have created the International Energy Agency; we have

negotiated an emergency sharing arrangement which helps to

reduce the dangers of an embargo; we have created institutions

of financial solidarity; we have launched major international

conservation efforts; and we have developed a massive program

for the development o£ alternative sources of energy.
.-· 'j

But the fate of all of these programs depends crucially

•
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on what we do at

~ome. E r y month that passes brings us
\

closer to the day •hen We will

ee eepeailen+ QD irnRP;ted energy

for SOo/o of our requirements -- and vulnerable in our most

strategic economic resource.

A new embargo, W!aeY cumdiHons,

o' eyep gruh• aepen&ence on OPEC dil, would have a devastating

impact on

jobs~

industrial expansion, and inflation at home.

.

,~

~

Our

cannot be left to the mercy of decisions over which we

have no control.

~

~o not act now,

~erase

the expected economic

uptur~ll

~~
the e " • t : : = zedseeel <leu ••• rei the past year.
I

tl~,_;,
stron

energy program is an urgent, top-priority nation.a.l.......,......,..

I call upon the Congress to act.

fo,'-i/il...lllll"-=:;;t;::~;;:zl~~O::~
fan I' b

Underlying any successful foreign policy is the strength and

credibility of our defense posture.

We are strong and we are ready.

"'' . _, .

We intend to remain so.
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Improvement of relations with adversaries does not mean any

relaxation of our national vigilance.

On the contrary, it is the

firm maintenance of both strength and vigilance that makes

possible steady progress toward a safer and more peaceful world.

The national security budget I have submitted is the minimum

~'he United States needs in this critical hour.
should review it carefully.

The Congress

But it is my considered judgment that any

significant reduction would endanger our national security and

thus jeopardize the peace.

Let no ally doubt our determination to maintain a defense

second to none.

Let no adversary be tempted to test our

readiness or our resolve.

In a world where information is power, a vital element

of our national security lies in our intelligence services.

•
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They are as essential to our nation's security in peace as in war.

Americans can be grateful

fo~an~on(\nd

achievements of the intelligence services of this nation,.

It is entirely proper that this system be subject to

Congressional review.

But a sensationalized public debate

t»ta:::A ---

over legitimate intelligence activitie~a disservice to this

nation and a threat to our intelligence system.

It ties our

t..;~

hands w~e our potential enemies operate with secrecy, skill

and vast resources.

Any investigation must be conducted with

4-1

~Vtl~

maximum discretion and dispatch, l'est U is pa ssess

or

p$L

gsw 12 atr!l't:

a vital national institution.

As Congress oversees intelligence activities it must

organize itself to do so in a responsible way.

It has been

t'
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traditional for the Executive to consult with the Congress

through specially-protected procedures that safeguard essential

•

secrets.

But recently those procedures have been altered in

a way that makes the protection of vital information next to

impossible.

I will work with the leaders of the House and

Senate to devise procedures which will meet the needs of the

Congress for review and the needs of the nation for an effective

intelligence service.

You and I can resolve here and now that this nation

shall move ahead with wisdom, assurance, and national

unity.
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The world looks to us for the vigor and vision that
we have demonstrated so often before at gre,at ~oments in

our history.

-- I see a confident America, secure in its strength

and values -- and determined to maintain both.

-- I see a conciliatory America, extending its hand

to allies and adversaries alike, forming bonds of cooperation

to deal with the vast problems facing us all.

-- I see a compassionate Arne rica, its heart reaching

out to orphans, to refugees and to our fellow. human beings

afflicted by war and tyranny and hunger.

As President, entrusted by the Constitution with primary

responsibility for the conduct of our foreign affairs, I renew

the pledge I made last August: To work cooperatively with
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the Congress.

I ask that the Congress help to keep America's word good

throughout the world.

We are one nation, one government,

and we must have one foreign policy.

The spirit of America is good -- and strong.

proud of what we have done and of what we can do.

Let us be

This is

my faith, and it gives me courage.

The Congress and the President, each of us share a

responsibility to the nation and to the American people.

Together let us show the world what we are made of.
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